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Honda helix pulse car litestar scooter  $8900 (waynesfield)
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This is a custom built single seat pulse car or lite star look alike. I built it from a 2007 Honda helix 250cc liquid cooled scooter. It is still classified as a
motorcycle. only one of the side pylons can contact the ground depending on which way you lean when stopping or starting. Once moving it balances on the two
main scooter wheels. It is fully street legal and licensed. It has all the original scooter equipment except the head light...I ran duels instead of the original single.
The steering works much like a ZTR and make for a comfortable ride with you arms at your side. The grips fold up and down when getting in or out. It has a full

recumbent seat and normal gas and break pedals. The canopy opening can be removed for warmer weather or put back on to ride in cold weather. I need to
get it out of the shop to make room for a new project so it up for sale. SERIOUS IQUIRIES ONLY!! there is so much more to write and I have some build
documentation. I call it the ALUMICYCLE. as it build from aircraft parts and skinned in 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum. here is the link to the lite star cars or pulse
car to better understand what they are. http://www.autocycles.org/ the original pulse cars are very rare and costly if you can find one for sale, so I built my own
version. I am 5'8" and it fits me perfect you could be a little taller and still be fine but if your 6'3" just figure on driving without the canopy unless you want to
make a taller one which would not be difficult. here is a video of it in action. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgTxQBv6rPo
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2007 honda helix
condition: good
engine displacement (CC): 250
fuel: gas
paint color: silver
title status: clean
transmission: automatic
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